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Bug report sample excel format

Online testing is difficult. Therefore, it is necessary to select the error reporting process. Regardless of whether your organization needs to report issues with an error tracking app like Jira, GitHub, Trello, GitLab, Asana, or keep congestion in an Excel (.xls) spreadsheet, Word document
(.doc), or email, this post provides free bug reporting templates that you can easily copy and implement with your team. Find what works for you in this list:There are many different elements that can be included in an error report, but below are some examples of the most important ones. In
general, the larger your organization is, the more detailed the reports must be. The necessary elements are:ID/name: Keep it short and use the correct terms. The best practice is to include the name of the feature where you found the problem. A good example could be 'CART - Can't add a
new product to my cart'. Description/summary: If you feel that the name is not enough, please explain the bug in a few words. Share it in easy-to-understand language. Keep in mind that your description can be used to search your debud application, so be sure to use the right words.
Environment: Depending on your browser, operating system, zoom level, and screen size, sites can behave differently from one environment to another. Make sure developers know your technical environment. Source URL: Make it easy for your developers to detect the problem by
selecting the URL of the page where you found the error. Great saver! Visual proof: The image is worth a thousand words. While that may not be enough, a visual element like a screenshot or video will help developers understand the problem better and faster. Repeating the steps: The
screenshot is proof that you had a problem, but keep in mind that your developer may not be able to repeat the bug. Be sure to describe in as much detail as possible the steps you took before facing the error. Expected vs. actual results: Explain what results you left - be as accurate as
possible. Simply saying the app doesn't work as expected is not helpful. It is also useful to describe what you really went through. Optional: You can also add additional information, such as severity (critical, high, low, insignificant, improvement), priority (high, medium, low), vendor name,
assigned person, or due date. Bugs can be reported in several ways. However, using error tracking is probably the best way for your organization to transfer bugs from reported to fixed ones and help developers stay focused.1) Reporting errors on GitHub with models A large number of
developers use GitHub to build software into teams. GitHub's original goal was to help developers collaborate on code, but as services grew, they added features and became a project management tool for building software. GitHub has built-in problem tracking to help developers monitor
bugs. Try Marker.io for GithubTaking considering the elements suggested from above, a well-documented GitHub issue GitHub issue Looks like this: As you can imagine, it may take some time to fill out a fault report like this. If you need to report dozens of bugs during a test session, it can
take several hours. Fortunately, you can dramatically speed up this process by using github Marker.io's network. Take a screenshot Marker.io when you notice an issue on your website, add annotations to get your point through and with one click, the tool converts it to a GitHub issue. All
important specs (e.g. browser version, operating system, screen size and zoom level) are automatically embedded in your screenshot and included in your GitHub issue - without any extra work. You can even use the built-in bug report template before creating the problem and fill in the
steps to repeat the error, as well as the expected and actual results. If your team is on GitHub, consider signing up for free Marker.io trial.2) Reporting errors in Jira malleinJira is a famous problem and project tracking software designed for development teams. It's a little complicated for
small teams, but it's also very powerful - which is why some of the world's best-known tech companies use it. Try Marker.io that JiraI is not going to check how Jira works as it is outside the scope of this blog post. The most important thing is to understand the concept of the Jira issue. In Jira,
the problem is the flag that enters the system. It can be a project task, a Helpdesk flag, or a software error. Anyone in your organization can report errors, so it's important to set up a process and model that everyone can easily use. In Jira, a well-documented bug shows something like
this:You can see that all elements of a well-reported error are present, including: name/ID, summary, visual evidence, environment, source URL, playback steps, expected vs. actual results. As you can imagine, it may take some time to fill out a fault report like this. If you need to report
dozens of bugs during the test session, it may take some time. Fortunately, you can dramatically speed up this process by using Marker.io for Jira. Take a screenshot Marker.io when you notice a problem on your website, add a note to get your point through. Marker.io convert it in 1 click to
Jira problem. All important specs (e.g. browser version, operating system, screen size and zoom level) will be automatically embedded in your screenshot and included in your Jira problem - without any extra work. You can even use the built-in bug report template before creating the
problem and fill in the steps to repeat the error, as well as the expected and actual results. If your team is already using Jira, consider signing up for free Marker.io trial.3) Reporting errors in Trello malleinTrello is a free and very easy-to-use project management tool. Its ease of use makes it
perfect for both small and medium-sized Try Marker.io for Trello For Tracking Errors simply set up a board called bug tracking. I recommend creating the following lists: reported, approved, running, validatable, task. You can even use labels to determine the importance of errors (critical,
large, minor, insignificant, improvement). Next, start adding a Trello card for each error. Considering previous suggested elements, Trello's well-documented bug report should look like this:Side note: I posted a post on Treello's blog about managing error tracking with Trello. All elements of
a well-reported problem are present, including: name, summary, visual display, environment, source URL, repeatable steps, expected vs. actual results. As you can imagine, it may take some time to fill out a fault report like this. If you need to report dozens of bugs during the test session, it
may take some time. Fortunately, you can dramatically speed up the process by using the Marker.io of trellon. Take a screenshot Marker.io when you notice an issue on your website, add annotations to get your point over and with one click the tool converts it to a Trello card. All important
specifications (e.g. browser version, operating system, screen size and zoom level) will be automatically embedded in your screenshot and included in your Trello card without any extra work. You can even use the built-in bug report template before creating a card and fill in the steps to
repeat the error, as well as the expected and actual results. If your team is already using Trello, consider signing up for a free Marker.io trial.4) Reporting errors in GitLab to the recent Microsoft acquisition of Github, more and more teams are switching to Gitlab to manage the entire DevOps
lifecycle in one place. All GitLab projects have a tracking device, which makes error reporting and tracking easy. Try Marker.io GitlabIdeally when a developer gets a new bug report, they'd like the new GitLab onn to have a similar structure to this one:While developers would like all Gitlab
fault reports on GitLab to be as detailed as the screenshot above, this can drive suppliers crazy! It's just a lot of information and too many software. For suppliers such as customers, users and non-technical colleagues, the GitLab interface can definitely be overwhelming. Fortunately, you
can dramatically speed up the process by using gitlab Marker.io n Marker.io, which is the best way to report visual and very functional activity to gitLab without ever leaving your website. Just click on the screenshot, add notes and click send! Marker.io automatically collects all technical
information about the supplier's environment, such as browser, operating system, screen size, etc.). Finally, if you want your suppliers to follow a specific bug report template to parse the description of the problem, turn on the templateIf your team On GitLab, sign up for Marker.io for Gitlab5)
Report errors in Asana in Asana has really become a professional option over the years with simpler project management tools like Trello. While Asana is great for tracking tasks, more and more teams are also using it as bug tracking. Try Marker.io AsanaIdeally when a developer gets a
new bug report in Asana, they'd like the new Asana missions to have a similar structure to this:As you can see, all the elements of a major bug report are all there! However, creating such a detailed bug report in Asana can be overwhelming for customers, users and non-technical
colleagues. Fortunately, you can dramatically speed up this process by using Marker.io for Asana. Take a screenshot Marker.io when you notice a problem on your website, add annotations to get your point over and with one click the tool converts it to an Asana task. All important
specifications (e.g. browser version, operating system, screen size, and zoom level) are automatically embedded in your screenshot and included in your Asana task without any extra work. Finally, if you want vendors to follow a specific fault report template that helps you structure the bug
report into the Asana description, turn on the template to repeat the steps to repeat the error, as well as the expected and actual results. If your team is running in Asana, start a free trial Marker.io for Asana6) Reporting errors in Excel from templates Reporting errors in a spreadsheet can be
a tricky process. However, smaller teams can still benefit from this method. If your team has decided to report and track bugs in Excel, it's important to set up a template that everyone in organizations will agree to. This template provides all the elements you need to report errors in a
structured way:Download templates here:7) Microsoft (MS) Word error reporting templates Although it is not optimal, reporting errors in a .doc file can be a quick and structured way to report errors to technical members of your team. As always, make sure that all the necessary information
exists. You don't want your developers to have to go back to you and ask for more information. Here's what your bug report template should look like:Click here to view Google Docs or here to download MS Word8's .doc file) Reporting files in PDF of templates reporting PDF file errors is



similar to the previous MS Word document option. PDF files aren't very flexible, but you may need to use them in your organization. If so, feel free to copy our templates. I've prepared the document from above in a PDF file that you can download here9) Reporting errors in email with
templates The biggest communication still happens via email. For example, if you're a web office client but the team didn't give you a structured process to report errors, you can always email them. To ensure that: always follow the same structure, we recommend that you save the email
template below for your error Copy the contents of this text file or download the txt file. Conclusion Network and software testing is tough. It takes a lot of people from different backgrounds and competences to give feedback. Mis communication can lead to huge delays and growing
frustration. By creating an error reporting process based on a fixed template, you can significantly reduce these problems. Problems.
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